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Research paper

Determination of force in single cable plane prestressed
concrete polygonal line tower cable-stayed bridge based
on minimum bending energy
Y. Li1, T. Guo2, L. Bao3, F. Wang4
Abstract: The cable force of a cable-stayed bridge plays a vital role in its internal force state. Different cable
forces on both sides of the main tower make the force characteristics of the polygonal-line tower quite different
from those of the straight-line tower. Therefore, the determination of the cable force of the polygonal-line tower
cable-stayed bridge is a crucial aspect of any evaluation of its mechanical characteristics. A single-cable plane
prestressed concrete broken-line tower cable-stayed bridge is taken as a case study to conduct a model test and
theoretical cable force determination. The reasonable cable force of the bridge is determined by the minimum
bending energy method combined with false load and internal force balance methods. analysis includes
a comparison between cable force calculation results, model test results, and the design value of the actual
bridge. The distribution law of the dead load cable force of the completed bridge is determined accordingly.
Keywords: cable-stayed bridge, polygonal tower, finite element method, minimum bending energy method
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1. Introduction
The cable force of a cable-stayed bridge can be adjusted between the construction stage and
completion stage. There is a state in each cable-stayed bridge that can be used to optimize the
mechanical performance of the whole structure, so there is also a set of cable forces that ensure
a certain target reflecting the optimal mechanical performance [1-3] under a deterministic load
satisfying the relevant structural requirements. This set of cable forces can be considered the
optimal cable force under the bridge’s reasonable internal force.
Domestic and foreign scholars have determined cable force in cable-stayed bridges via theoretical
analyses, field tests, and indoor model tests [3–7]. Tao et al [8] studied the optimization of cable
force in a prestressed concrete cable-stayed bridge design; the minimum bending strain energy of
the tower beam was considered to be the optimization goal and the structural stress and cable force
were constraint conditions. Zhou et al [9] optimized cable force in a cable-stayed bridge with a thincable steel box girder, with the minimum bridge alignment as the objective function and structural
stress and deformation as constraints. The Baldomir et al [10] analyzed the optimal cable force
based on the minimum amount of cable used in the cable-stayed bridge as the optimization
objective; the cable force, main beam, and bridge tower deformation were considered the
constraints. Martins et al [11] established a cable force optimization model that includes the cable
force, main girder and bridge tower deformation, and main girder and bridge tower stress
constraints.
The dense cable system cable-stayed bridge has many cables, each with a different design value.
Hassan et al. [12] and Wu et al. [13] used a genetic algorithm to determine the optimal cable force
of a long-span cable-stayed bridge. Sung et al [14] attempted to optimize cable force in a long-span
cable-stayed bridges via particle swarm optimization algorithm. These methods provide reasonable
cable force optimization results, however, they are tailored to straight-tower bridge designs. The
force characteristics of the polygonal-line tower markedly differ from straight-tower designs, as
there are different cable forces on either side of the main tower. Accurate determination of the cable
force in the polygonal-line tower cable-stayed bridge is key to comprehensively and effectively
understanding its mechanical characteristics.
The static balance characteristics of a real-world, prestressed concrete polygonal-line tower cablestayed bridge were utilized in this study to establish a theoretical formula of its arrangement and
local balance. The minimum bending energy method, false load method, and internal force balance
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method weere used to determine the reasonaable bridgee cable forcce. The calcculation results, modell
test resultss, and designn values off the actual bridge
b
weree comparedd to determinne the distribution law
w
of the deadd-load cablee force of thhe bridge.

2. Reseaarch back
kground
d
The Fuminn Bridge in Shenyang, China wass taken as a case studyy. Its primarry structuree is a singlee
cable planee PC cable-stayed bridge 420 m inn length witth an 89 m side
s span annd 242 m middle
m
span..
The centraal tower is a box-shapeed section. The main structure iss 67.5 m in height witth a 33.9 m
bend anglee of the centtral tower abbove the brridge deck. The
T angle between
b
the lower toweer body andd
the horizonntal plane is
i 75 degreees and the angle betw
ween the uppper tower bbody and lo
ower towerr
body is 7.55 degrees. The bridge contains a total of 20
00 galvanized high-streength steel wires withh
specificatioons of 301 – φ7, 241 – φ7, 211 – φ7,
φ and 151 – φ7, as shhown in Figgure 1.

Fig.. 1. Arrangem
ment of main
n bridge (unitt: m)

3. Model
M
design and
d producction
3.1. Design model
m
A structuraal model waas constructted based on
o three sim
milarity theoorems to obttain results as close ass
possible too the objectiive reality [15–19].
[
Acccording to the charactteristics of the Fumin Bridge, thee
optimal geeometric scaaling ratio for
f the moddel was dettermined to be 1:40. T
The section stiffness off
the Fuminn Bridge teest model is similar to that off the bridge prototypee. The testt model iss
geometricaally similar to the briddge prototyype and wass establisheed in accorddance with the largestt
possible sccale. The looad of the teest model was
w proporttionally reduuced accordding to the actual loadd
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ratio. Addiitionally, thhe materialss of the briddge testing model
m
and prototype aare similar and
a the testt
model has the same booundary connditions as the
t real brid
dge.
Model testting of a cabble-stayed bridge
b
requiires certain site conditiions, loadinng condition
ns, and test-related cossts. Selectinng the optimal geomeetric scale is
i the primary problem
m to be solved in thee
model design processs. Large-scaale models are easy to
o produce and
a experim
mental data are easy too
collect, buut are costlyy, labor-inteensive, and require larrge test sitees and certaain loading equipment..
A small-sccale model requires
r
onlly a lightweeight load, but it is rellatively diffficult to buiild or equipp
with test instruments
i
; additionaally, the meeasurement error is reelatively larrge. It is neecessary too
weigh variious test coonditions and
a requirem
ments before selectingg the most appropriatte scale forr
model-makking. The laayout of the full-bridgee model used
d in this stuudy is shownn in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. General arrrangement off model (unitt: mm)

(1) Stay caable design.
The stay cable of the model is made
m
of highh-strength steel wire with
w an elastic modulus ratio equall
to 1. The cross-section
c
nal area of the
t stay cabble in the mo
odel is exprressed as folllows:

(3.1)

Am = Ap (1 / 4002 )

where Am is
i the modell area and Ap is the reall bridge area.
The modell stay cable has 14–32 high-strenggth steel wiires 0.5 mm
m in diameteer. The end of the stayy
cable is coonnected too the bridge tower annd box gird
der via thread, which allows it to
o be easilyy
adjusted. A vibrating wire type load
l
cell at the joint measures
m
thee cable forcee of the stay
y cable. Too
accurately reflect the mechanicaal characteriistics of stru
uctural nonnlinearity, looad compen
nsation wass
performed for the dead weight off the cable and
a an addittional mass method waas adopted.
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(2) Main toower designn.
The externnal contour dimensionss of the maiin tower secction remainn basically unchanged,, so there iss
a similar reelationship between
b
thee moment of
o inertia and the cross--sectional arrea. The maain tower off
the bridge is a brokenn line. The dead load of the maiin tower noot only prodduces the sttress of thee
tower bodyy but also produces
p
itss bending moment.
m
Th
his affects thhe entire sttructural sysstem of thee
cable-stayeed bridge innternal forcee state, so itt was necessary to carrry out dead load compeensation forr
the main toower.
(3) Bridge pier and suupport desiggn.
p and thee main pier were weldeed by steel. The box girder and Pier 4 are co
onnected byy
The edge pier
bolts. Suppports are plaaced on Pieers 3, 5, andd 6 with load
d sensors unnder each suupport. A teensile forcee
applicationn device waas used to sim
mulate the dead
d
load of
o the corbell section.

3.2. Model
M
consstruction and instaallation
A special vibrating wire
w sensor was used to simulatee the stay cable
c
sensoor. It was individuallyy
calibrated before
b
instaallation to ennsure long-term stabiliity, accuracyy, and reliabbility. We in
nstalled thee
box girderr in subsecction form to simulate the construction process as accurately as
a possible..
According to the real--world consstruction reqquirements, Pier 5 was set as a tem
mporary pierr and a loadd
t measure the counterr force of th
he temporarry support uunder the acction of thee
sensor wass installed to
constructioon load.

Figg. 3. Model test
t
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3.3. Cable force test system
The stay cable and box girder were installed before being gradually compensated for dead load in
the actual construction process of the original bridge. The stay cable was tensioned and the cable
was adjusted as necessary. The model test system includes a support reaction force test system,
dead load test system, stress test system, displacement test system, and cable force test system.
A calibrated strain tester and load sensor were installed at each fulcrum to form a supporting
reaction force testing system. The dead load test was directly carried out with a calibrated platform
scale. The stress test system is composed of strain gauges and resistance strain gauges. In the
experiment, the electrical measurement method was used to test the stress distribution of the live
load and constant load structure. The displacement test was carried out with a spirit level, dial
indicator, and theodolite. The cable force test system consists of a calibrated special frequency
tester and a steel string load cell.

4. Optimum Dead Load Cable Force Analysis of Cable-stayed Bridge
4.1. Static Balance Characteristics of Prestressed Concrete Polygonal Line
Tower Under Dead Load
4.1.1. Overall balance characteristics of main girder, main tower
In prestressed concrete polygonal-line tower cable-stayed bridges, in order to offset the overturning
moment caused by the tilt of the main tower itself and to ensure that the main tower is in the proper
state of stress, side and mid-span main beams are generated by stay cables on the main tower. The
anti-overturning moment must be balanced with the gravity moment of the tower body. Only the
symmetrical position of the stay cables on either side of the main tower were given different cable
forces in this study, as this balances the force across the polygonal-line tower [20–22].
The following assumptions were made to simplify the calculation process.
(1) The vertical component of the dead cable force of a single stay cable is equal to the dead weight
of the beam. The sum of the vertical components of all cables is equal to the dead weight of the
main beam of the cable section.
(2) The influence of the weight of the main girder of the full bridge without the cable section on the
balance of the tower girder structure is ignored.
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The overall balance diagram of the polygonal-line tower cable-stayed bridge was obtained in
accordance with these assumptions.

Fig. 4. Global balanced diagram of cable-stayed bridge with polygonal-line tower

In Figure 4, Wt is the weight of the bridge tower, Lt is the distance from the center of gravity of the
bridge tower to the consolidation point of the beam tower, W1z is the weight of the main girder in
the cable area of the main span, and L1z is the center of gravity of the main girder in the main span
cable area from the consolidation point of the tower distance. W1b is the weight of the main girder in
the side span cable area; L1b is the distance between the center of gravity of the main girder in the
side span cable area and the consolidation point of the beam tower.
According to Figure 4 and the above assumptions, the overturning moment of the main girder of the
side span cable section to the beam tower consolidation point, the overturning moment of the bridge
tower’s weight, and the resistance moment of the main beam of the span cable section to the beam
tower consolidation point can be obtained as follows:

(4.1)

Mlb =WlbLlb

(4.2)

Mt =WL
t t

(4.3)

Mlz = Wlz Llz

The dead load bending moment of the main tower root can be obtained accordingly:

(4.4)

M = Mt + Mlb − Mlz =WL
t t +Wlb Llb −Wlz Llz
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To ensure that the rooot of the pollygonal-linee tower is in
n a state of axial comppression und
der constantt
ment at the root
r
of the polygonal-li
p
ine tower shhould satisfy
y M = 0. Att
load, the dead load beending mom
this point, the dead looad on the side
s
of the cable-stayeed bridge, thhe mid-spann main gird
der, and thee
dead weighht of the poolygonal-linne tower aree completelly balancedd. In this staate, the polygonal-linee
tower’s rooot only beaars the bendding momennt caused by
b the live load
l
and thhe additionaal load. Thee
overall ballance relatioonship of thhe bridge strructure can be satisfiedd only by addjusting thee size of thee
side and mid-span
m
maain girder seection and thhe spacing of
o the cable stays.
4.1.2 Local
L
balan
nce charactteristics of main
m
girdeer and main
n tower
At the sam
me section, the sum of
o the mom
ment generaated by the tower coluumn’s weig
ght and thee
moment geenerated by the side sppan stayed cable
c
force was
w taken, then
t
the mooment generrated by thee
correspondding stayed cable forcee on the maiin span was subtracted from this vvalue as the moment off
force of that
t
sectionn. The secttion’s mom
ment value is not neccessarily zeero under the overalll
equilibrium
m state of thhe broken line tower [223–25]. To ensure
e
that each
e
sectionn of the pollyline towerr
meets the force requiirements annd is in a good
g
state of
o force, the overall balance of th
he polylinee
tower and local force condition of
o the polylinne tower mu
ust be firmlly establisheed.
m section annd tower section were taken arbitrrarily from the tower column
c
areaa
A correspoonding beam
under the polygonal-l
p
line tower alongside
a
a pair of corrrespondingg stay cablees to analyzze the locall
balance rellationship, as
a shown inn Figure 5.

Fig. 5 Local ballance diagram
m of lower toower

It is assum
med here thaat the mainn span cablee force is Tz, the side span cable force is Tb, the towerr
body weight is Wt , thhe central sppan main beeam section
n weight is Wz, and thee side span main beam
m
section weeight is Wb. Under the assumptionns under thee overall eqquilibrium sstate, the caable force’ss
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vertical component value under the dead load state is equal to the load of the main beam section. If
the cable force and the component force generated by the tower body weight perpendicular to the
tower body are balanced, the resultant horizontal component force is zero. At this point, the broken
line tower does not bear the overturning moment; the combined force of the cable force and tower
weight falls along the downward direction of the axis of the tower column and the lower tower
column is in a state of axial compression.
The partial balance relationship of the polygonal-line tower cable-stayed bridge can be modeled by
the following formulas. The cable force of the stay cable corresponds to the load of the main beam
section has the following one-to-one relationship:

(4.5)

Wz = Tz sinα ， Tz =Wz sinα

(4.6)

Wb = Tb sinγ ， Tb =Wb sinγ

The resultant force is zero perpendicular to the direction of the tower body:

(4.7)

Tz sin(β −α) = Wt cos β + Tb cos(β +α − 90)

According to Formulas (4.2)–(4.6):

Wt =

(4.8)

Tz sin(β − α ) − Tb cos(β + γ − 90)
cos β

and further:

(4.9)

Wt =

Wz sin(β − α )sin γ − Wb cos(β + γ − 90)sin α
sin α sin γ cos β

This is the dead load local balance formula of the beam and tower of the polygonal-line tower
cable-stayed bridge’s lower tower column. The dead load local balance formula of the beams and
towers of the upper tower column can be obtained similarly according to the upper tower column
section force (Figure 6).
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Fig. 6 Local ballance diagram
m of upper toower

(4.10)

Wt =

Wz siin(β + φ − α )sin
) γ − Wb co
os(β + φ + γ − 90)sin α
siin α sin γ coss(β + φ )

The abovee partial baalance form
mula confirm
ms that thee cable arraangement oof the bridge and thee
inclinationn of the centtral tower arre importannt geometricc parameters in a polyggonal-line to
ower cable-stayed bridge designn. The main girder caan be adju
usted in thee design pprocess as the weightt
distributionn of the sidee and middlle span can be used ballance the maain tower.

4 Cable force
4.2
f
deteerminatioon
The overalll balance and
a local balance
b
form
mulas of th
he prestresseed concretee polygonall-line towerr
cable-stayeed bridge can be usedd to preliminnarily desig
gn its main structural dimensionss as a basicc
condition for
f further cable
c
force optimization
o
n. This is a step-wise process.
p
(1) The prestressed cooncrete polyygonal-linee tower cablle-stayed brridge’s deadd load statee is initiallyy
determinedd via minim
mum bendinng energy method.
m
Acccording to thhe structuree size descriibed above,,
without coonsidering thhe main girrder’s presttress design
n, the minim
mum bendinng energy method
m
wass
used here to
t analyze and
a optimizee the bridgee according to the deterrmined struccture size.
(2) The prestressed cooncrete polyygonal-linee tower cablle-stayed brridge is calcculated by the
t dummyy
load methood. Accordiing to the preliminaril
p
ly determined reasonabble bridge sstate, the brridge’s livee
load calcuulation is caarried out and
a converrted into th
he virtual looad (dumm
my load) [26–27]. Thee
dummy loaad can be taken
t
as half of the livve design lo
oad equivallent to a unniform load;; the wholee
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bridge is covered. The internal force of each control section of the central tower and main beam are
necessary to adjust the bending moment. Here, a virtual load (dummy load) was applied to produce
the expected value of the internal force on the control section so that the bending moment value of
each control section in the most unfavorable load combination fell within the allowable range [28].
(3) Calculate the least favorable stress envelope diagram of the main beam and pylon. In this step,
the false load is canceled using the completed state of the prestressed concrete polygonal-line tower
cable-stayed bridge obtained in the previous step. and the internal force of the bridge generated by
other load factors (eg, concrete shrinkage and creep, motor vehicle loads) can then be considered to
determine the worst-case stress envelope diagram of the winning beam and pylon.
(4) Design the main beam prestress characteristics. According to the internal force balance method,
the central girder stress envelope diagram (Formula (4.2)) is used to establish the pre-stress design
of the main girder. The least favorable stress envelope diagram of the main girder can then be
calculated. The magnitude and eccentricity of the pre-energizing force are adjusted to make the
primary beam stress meet the requirements [2].
(5) Simulate the actual construction process to carry out forward installation calculation of the
bridge. The prestressed design of the main girder calculated in the previous step was used here to
simulate the actual construction process, then the bridge was simulated again to determine its final
state. The cable force is the reasonable dead load cable force of the prestressed concrete polygonalline tower cable-stayed bridge.

5. Dead load cable force analysis
It is convenient to analyze the cable force distribution of the prestressed concrete polygonal-line
tower cable-stayed bridge, calculate the cable force and design cable force according to Formula
(3.1), and convert the cable force distribution into a cable force column as shown in Figures 7–8.
The measured cable force, calculated cable force, and designed cable force are similar, except for
individual cables. Significant deviations in cable force can be found the first three pairs of short
cables. The short cables are rigid, so small construction errors (e.g., tension errors, structural
rigidity deviations) create substantial deviations in cable force. The short cable’s strength should be
greater than that of the long cable in the design.
Additionally, because the dead load of the model test is compensated by the concentrated load, the
tension cable force was directly used after conversion according to the design cable force of the real
bridge. This caused a certain deviation between the calculated cable force of the model and the
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actual value. The average deviation between the cable force calculated by the model and the
designed cable force is 2% for Pier 4 and 3% for Pier 5. The average deviation between the
measured cable force and the bridge’s designed cable force is 3% on Pier 4 and 5% on Pier 5.

Table 1. Pier 4 cable force histograms
(a) Comparison of test and calculation bridge cable force values, Pier 4
Cable

C15

C14

C13

C12

C11

C10

C9

C8

Calculated
bridge tension
force

8540

10810

11100

11260

11490

11250

10660

10860

Converted
value

5.34

6.76

6.94

7.04

7.18

7.03

6.66

6.79

Test tension
force

5.47

7.05

7.01

7.06

6.99

7.29

6.75

6.87

Cable

C7

C6

C5

C4

C3

C2

C1

C1’

Calculated
bridge tension
force

10050

9630

9580

10140

9870

12220

11260

9680

Converted
value

6.28

6.02

5.99

6.34

6.17

7.64

7.04

6.05

Test tension
force

6.18

5.86

5.76

6.28

5.91

7.45

5.74

5.81

Cable

C2’

C3’

C4’

C5’

C6’

C7’

C8’

C9’

Calculated
bridge tension
force

9970

6060

6450

6370

6400

6190

6690

6510

Converted
value

6.23

3.79

4.03

3.98

4.00

3.87

4.18

4.07

Test tension
force

5.86

3.66

4.1

4.15

4.12

3.99

4.4

4.15

Cable

C10’

C11’

C12’

C13’

C14’

C15’

–

–

Calculated
bridge tension
force

7200

7180

10940

11180

12210

11780

–

–

Converted
value

4.5

4.49

6.84

6.99

7.63

7.36

–

–

Test tension
force

4.53

4.42

6.93

7.19

8.05

7.63

–

–
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(b) Comparison between test and design cable force values, Pier 4
Cable
Design bridge
tension force
Converted
value
Test tension
force
Cable
Design bridge
tension force
Converted
value
Test tension
force
Cable
Design bridge
tension force
Converted
value
Test tension
force
Cable
Design bridge
tension force
Converted
value
Test tension
force

C15

C14

C13

C12

C11

C10

C9

C8

8330

11700

11900

12000

12000

11700

11400

11500

5.34

6.76

6.94

7.04

7.18

7.03

6.66

6.79

5.47

7.05

7.01

7.06

6.99

7.29

6.75

6.87

C7

C6

C5

C4

C3

C2

C1

C1’

10600

10200

10100

8780

8430

11800

10500

9970

6.28

6.02

5.99

6.34

6.17

7.64

7.04

6.05

6.18

5.86

5.76

6.28

5.91

7.45

5.74

5.81

C2’

C3’

C4’

C5’

C6’

C7’

C8’

C9’

10400

5940

6320

6390

6560

6430

7060

6970

6.23

3.79

4.03

3.98

4.00

3.87

4.18

4.07

5.86

3.66

4.1

4.15

4.12

3.99

4.4

4.15

C10’

C11’

C12’

C13’

C14’

C15’

–

–

7540

7600

11700

12000

13700

12500

–

–

4.5

4.49

6.84

6.99

7.63

7.36

–

–

4.53

4.42

6.93

7.19

8.05

7.63

–

–

The two main towers’ boundary conditions are different under the dead load, but the cable force of
the stay cables is mainly comprised of the dead load. The two main towers’ total cable force should
be in accordance to balance the bridge and ensure the minimum bending energy across the structure
with the broken line tower. The bridge’s inclination angle gradually decreases due to the angle of
the tower column, and the upper tower column is nearly vertical. In order to satisfy the local
balance of the polygonal-line tower cable-stayed bridge, the cable force is distributed from large to
small, then from small to large, from near to far away from the central tower.
The results also show that the polygonal-line tower is inclined to the side span. To balance the
central tower’s weight, the mid-span cable force should be greater than the side span cable force.
The two main towers have different boundary conditions, so to ensure their internal forces are in
accordance at the corresponding positions, the internal force and deformation of the beam should be
close while the corresponding cable forces at the two main tower positions are different.
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6. Conclusion
This paper proposed a novel method for determining the reasonable design and optimal dead load
cable force in a cable-stayed bridge. The mechanical characteristics of the overall balance and local
balance of a prestressed concrete polygonal-line tower cable-stayed bridge were determined, then
the proper reference size of the bridge design was determined. The Fumin Bridge in Shenyang was
taken as a case study to optimize the cable force of an actual prestressed concrete polygonal-line
tower cable-stayed bridge. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows.
(1) The cable arrangement and central tower inclination are important geometric parameters for the
design of the polygonal-line tower cable-stayed bridge. Adjusting the weight distribution of the
primary beam side and mid-span can balance the central tower’s weight in the design stage.
(2) The cable-stayed bridge’s inclination angle gradually decreases due to the angle of the tower
column; the upper tower column is nearly vertical. To satisfy the local balance of the bridge, the
cable force is distributed from large to small, and then from small to large, from near to far away
from the central tower.
The polygonal-line tower is inclined to the side span, so to balance the central tower’s weight, the
mid-span cable force should be greater than the side span cable force. The two main towers have
different boundary conditions, so to ensure that their internal forces are uniform and fall into the
proper positions, the internal force and deformation of the beam should be close while the
corresponding cable forces at the main tower positions should be different.
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